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ABSTRACT 
The paper introduces a scalable diree-cfunensional (3D) .kinetic cellular 

automaton model with a probabilistie. .. switching ru.J.e. for. ~he ·spatial and crystal
lograp~c prediction of mesoscale : traQ.sformation .pheno~ena tha~ involve 
orientational .field valjabl~s and t4e motion of sharp interfaces,. such . as 
encountered in the field of recrystaJlization. The automatoll is discrete in time, 
physical space and Euler orientation. space. It is defined on a regulat 3D oubic . 
lattice consideringthe first-, -second- and third-neighbour shells for the calculatioti 
of the local driving foz:ces. The .kinetic transformation rule. is formulated as a 
probabilistic a.naiogue o( the classical linearized ~ymmetric Tumbull rate 
eq·uation for grain-boundary segment mo.tion. It is used to calculat~ the 
switching probability of each grid point as a function of its previous state and 
the state of the neighbouring grid points. The actual decision about a switching 
event is made by evaluating the locai 'Switching .probability using a Monte Carlo 
step . . The transformation rule is scaled by the ratio of the local t,o the maximum 
possible grain .boundary mob~ty, the looal crys.tallographic texture, and the rati.o 
of the local to the maximupl occurring cU:iving force. The time step of the 
simulation is determip.ed · by the maximum occurring driving force, .by the 

· maximum occuning .. grain botmdary mobility and by the ' spacing of the grid 
points. The use <?f realistic or even experimental input data .for the boundaries 
allows one to make predictions on a real time and space scale. The transfor.mation 
rule i~ ~lable to any ~esh s~ an4 .to ~:tny spectrum of bo~dary mQ.bjJity .and 
ener~ data. The state qpdate:9f all grid points is n;tade in synchrony. The model 
predicts the·· kilietics, the evolution of the gr~i.in size and topölogy, and the 
evolution of the crystallographic texture during recrystaUization. 

· §·1: BASIC MOTIVATION AND JUSTIFICATION OF A NEW MbDEL 

Three-dimensional (3D) time and space discretized simulations of materials. 
microstructures which track kinetics and energies in a local Jashion an~ of interest 
for two reasons. First,. from. a fundamental point.of view it is desirable to. understand 
better the dynamics and the .topology of mierostructures that arise from the inter ... 
action of large numbers of lattice defects which· are.characterized .by a wide speetrum
of intrinsic properties in spatially heterogeneous materials. For-instance, in the field 
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of recrystallization the influence of 1ocal grain boundary characteristics (mobility 
and energy), local driving forces and )oca1 crystallographic textures on the final 
microstructure is of particular interest. Second, from a practica1 point of yiew it is 
necessary to predict microstructure parameter~ such as grain size or texture which 
determine the mechanica1 · and physical properties of real rnateria1s subjected to 
industrial processes on a phenomenofoglcal although sound physical basis. 

A nurober of excellent models for discretely simulating recrystallization and 
grain growth phenomena have been suggested. They can be grouped as multistate 
kinetic Potts Monte Carlo models (Srolovitz.-1986, Anderson and Rollett 1990, Holm 
et al. 1996), deterministic cellular automata (Hesselbarth and Göbel 1991, Pezzee 
and Dunand 1994, Marx et al. 1996,; 1998), topological boundary dynamics· and 
front-tracking models (Frost and Thompson 1987, Frost et al. 1990, Humphreys 
1992, 1997, Fradkov et al. 1994, Svoboda 1996), component mode1s (Juul Jensen 
1992, 1997) and Ginzburg-Landau-type phase field kinetic modeis (Chen 1995, Fan 
et a/. 1997). · ·· ··::···'·· 

Complementary to these approaches, this paper introduces a new scalable kinetic 
probabilistic cellular automaton method with the aim of combining the computational 
simplicity and Sealability of a switchingmodel with the physical stringency of a bound
ary dynamics model (Raabe 1998a,b);- Its objective lies in providing a numerically 
efficient and at the sametime phenomenologically so und method of discretely simulat
ing recrystallization phenomena in three dimensions. As far as computational aspects 
are concemed, the approach is designed to minirllize the calculation time and to reduce 
the code complexity in terms of storageand algorlthm. As far ~s microstructure physics 
is concemed, it is designed to provide -kinetics; texture and microstructure on a real 
space and time scale on the basis of microtexture, grain-boundary characteristics and 
local driving forces. The po.ssib1e incorporation of realistic values particularly for 
grain-boundary energies and mobilities deserves particular attention since such experi
mental data are ine_reasingly available ( Gottstein et al. 1995, Shvindlerman et al. 1995, 
Adamset a/. 1998~ ·Molodov et al. 1998) enabling one to II,~.ake quantitative pr~dictions. 
This paper gives an introduction to the method and presents applications in ihe field of 
prim~ry static recrystallization. _, 

§ 2. BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE PROBABILISTIC CELLULAR AUTOMATON 

Tbe model is designed as a 3D cellu1ar automaton with a probabilistic transfor
mation rule. This means that the switch of the state of a grid point is not performed 
in a deterministic fashion, say, like in a Pascal triangle, but with a certain probabil
ity. The basic transformation (switching) x:ule of the automaton consists of a prob
abilistic analogue of the linearized symmetric rate equation for thermally activated 
grain-boundary segment motion under the infiuence of free energy gradients as 
introduced by Turnbull (1951). According tothisrate equation the 1~1 switching 
probability is for each grid point calculated using the local and maximum driving 
force, the·Iocal texture, and the local and maximum boundary mobility. This first 
step ofthe switchingilgorithm is strictly deterministic. The.use ofrealistic boundary 
mobility and energy data introduces a real space and time scale into the model. After 
having calculated the switching probabmty the actual decision about the switch is 
made using a Monte Carlo step. This second step of the switching algorithm is 
probabilistic. lt represents an importance .or weighted sampling integration of the 
probability function that is ·given by the Tumbull equation. Since all possible 
switching probabilities that occur in one simulation are normalized with respect to 
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the fastest moving boundary in the sy~tem·; a broad variety of mobilities and energies 
can be considered simultaneous1y. . , ..., 

The Turnbull equation is used in a sca1ed form so· that an increase in the jump 
width Ieads to a corresp·onding decrease ·in the· att.ack · frequency. Therefore, the 
length scale o( the grid (which · ~quals · the size of a lattice cell, mesh size or jump 
width) can be freely chos~n i.n accof4 w,iih a.ny characteristjc ~tial microstructural 
length scale without spoiling the overall .time scale. All possible cell switches are 
considered in each time step. The state update is for all successfully switched cells 
made in synchrony once during each .simulation time step. 

The material properties are regarded'·as:. continuuril field quantities. To apply the 
. switching algorithms that characteri?:e ce.nu'!iii: .autQ.mata the physical space (the sam
ple) must be discretized i~to ä regular arrayof equally shap~d cells (figure 1 (a)). The 
timet and space X~· (xl, x2, x3) act ~s indepetident variables. The crystal grain orien
tation g = g( <p1, c/J, <p2), where <p1, <P and <p2 are the three Eriler angles, and mechanical, 
interface or electromagnetic contributions to the Gibbs free energy Gt are dependent 
variables. The automaton is defined on a spatially discrete 3D cubic lattice considering 
the first, second- andthird-neighbour.shells.·Each dlscrete lattice cell is then character
ized by an orientatio:q ~~nd,. a 'l~lu.e '{Q.r .the stor~.d free ,energy, for example by the 
deformation energy in teorystalliz.~iOtt ~imu~~tion"s~ Grains or Subgrains are mapped 
as regions or ·läentiCar'crystal orientation (figure 1 (b)). The driving force may vary 
inside grains and subgf:ains.' 'Tbe b.oundäry mobility. m is a function of the crystal 
misorientation ßg (e.g. e:Xpressed in terms of rotation angle. aild rotation axis) and 
the boundary plane inclination .. n. Both quantities are ·derived dependent vapables. 
Simulations require the incorporation· of experimental or theoretical data for grain
boundary mobili ties an·d en~rgies a.s functions of their crystallogi'aphic.misorientation. 
. The new approach allows one to conduct fast discrete 3D simulations of the 

evolution of grain microstructures· in physical.and crystallographic orientation space 
on a realistic time and space scale . .. lt considers the initiai microstructure including 
crystallographic textures, grain-boundary ·characteristics (enetgy and mobility) and 
driving forces. The following sections provide a more detailed derivation of.,.th~:· .... 
governing rate equation and its probabilistic analogue which · serves as local. trans-.. 
formation rule, of' the normalization, amf.:.:of the switching~.scheme .. {M·onte Carlo 
step). Finally, some kinetic and to.pological results-of.·recrystallization ·simulations 
will . be discussed and compared. witll anaiyti9al'predict1ons. .: . . . :' 

§ 3. lbRNBULL'S RATE EQU:ATION OF BOUNDAR1tMOTIOlitAS:;A'.~sTARTING POINT FOR 

·. ··.:·'· ·: :DERIVING~THir.TRANSFORMATION RULE 

Acc.ording ·.to Jwpbull (1951) · ·~ ph~nomenoiogical sypunetric rate· equation, 
which describes gnlin-boundary motion in terms of isotropic si:o.gle-ato~ .~iffusion 
processes perpendicular through a homogeneaus planar grain boundary segme~t 

· under the infiuence of free energy gradients, can be written 

x = nVo.Agb~[exp(- (ßG + ßGt)/2) _ e;p(- (ßG- ß(it)/2)]· . 
. . ~BT .. · kBT 

_ . · (- ßHf- t!..Sf T) [ (- ßHm- T ßSm- (pfl)/2) 
- nvo.Agb·exp. ·k T exp . : k T 

. B . . ... . : B 

_ (- ßHm- T ßsm +·(pfl)/2 )] 
exp kBT . ' (I) 
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Figure 1. (a) Basic set-up of the simulation grid. The sample is discretized into a regular 
. array of equally shaped cells. Time t and space x = (xt, x2, x3) are independent vari- . 

ables. Each cell is characterized by its crystal orientation g = g( cp1, </>, IP2), where cpl, </> 
and cp2 are the Euler angles, and a stored energy value (for recrystallization Simula
tions). p indicates the stored disloqttion density. The aut~maton is defined on a 3D 
cubic lattice considering the fi.rst-, second- and third-neighbour shells. (b) Grains or 
subgrains are .tnapped as regions of cells which have identical crystal orientations. The 
driving force may vary inside grains. 

where x is the interface velocity, Vo the Debye. frequency, Agb the jump width 
through the interface, c the intrinsic coricentration ·of in-plane self diffusion carrier 
defects (e.g. grain~boundary vacancies or shufHe sources), n the normal ofthe grain
boundary segment, AG the Gibbs· enthalpy of motion through in the interface, AGt 
the Gibbs enthalpy associated with the transforma.tion, p the negative · gradient in 
Gibbs enthalpy across .the in.terface (driving force), Q the atomic volume, ASf the 
entropy of formation, AHr the enthalpy of formation, .Asm the entropy of motion, 
fl.Hm the enthalpy of motion, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute 
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temperature. The atomic volume-is ofthe order of b3, where bis the magnitude ofthe 
Burgers vector. Bold symb~ls indicate vector quantities. The Debye frequency is 
of the. order of 1013-1014 s-1 and the jun:lp width is of the order of the magnitude 
of the Buigers· ... v.~totC .Summ~rizing t.hese terms 1eads to . 

. . . :. ' ..... ·:"···::.·: .·(:·,~· ·~.;r +ßSm)_ ·. ; .. ·. (:.Pa) . ( ,fl.Hf +fl.Hm) 
x .= ßZJbb.e:!p ·· -:- . . . : . .smh . -· - . exp - -----

·. : · kB .: . · .. ks T kB T 
• .. 4 .• 

"' ·. ·. .· ·(. · _ .t:l.Sr + 't:l.SU!' ) . P/f. ... · ( _ .AHr + AIF ) : 
,...., nv0~exp . . ·k . .. k T .e,xp .. .. k T , 

· ·.· B . c .. B. · B 
·-~' : ... 

(2) 

which reproduces the well known pheilomenologt~al Turnbull ·expression 
. l' . < . . · 

x · .·n~p ·:·:~:. ·nmo ·exp (- Qgb ) p · 
·· .. · · .. ' · · · k T ' 

. s B 
(3) 

where m is the mobili~:,..··~nd. .Qg\5 th~ activation energy of boundary motion. 
Equations (1 }-(3) provid~· .a: wen known phenometiological kinetic picture, where 
the atomistic processes -associated with giain-boundary motion are statistically 
described in terms of m0 = m0(fl.g, ti) and Qgb = Qgb(fl.g, n) . ..~ 

§ 4. PROBABILISTIG ANALOGUE OF 1\JRNBULL'S RATE EQUATION 

This .section i~ con~erned with the ~lacement. of the deterministic rate equation 
of boundary segment IJ10tion, equation (3), by a probabilistic analogue which can be 
used for the calculation of switching probabilities. For this purpose, equation (3) can 
be separated into a deterministic part, x0, which depends weakly on temperature, 
and a probabilistic part, w, which depends strongly on temperature: 

where 

and 

. . kBTmo pQ . ( Q8b) 
·x = :xow =·n . Q . kaT exp .- .ksT ' 

. ksTm0 Xo = n _ ____;", 
Q 

w= ~~exp(- ~g~} 

(4) 

It is worth.noting tbatthe probabiHty factor w simply represents the product of the 
linearized ·pa~t · (p.Q}/{kBT) and the non ... linearized part exp·( -Q8b/(kBT)) .of the 
original Boltzman~ terms; · ~quations (I) and (2). Figure 2·shows the non-normalized 
probability factor as a function of absolute temperature and driving force for an 
average alumini um large-angle grai~-boundary with an. act~vatiQn .enetgy . o.f the 
mobility of Qgb = 1 eV .(equation {4)) . . The no_rmalization procedure whi<:<h shifts 
the · switching prqbabilities to large~ values is explained in § 6. . . 

According to equation ( 4), non-vanishing switching .probabilities can occur for 
lattice cells which reveal neighbouring cells with different crystallographic orien.ta
tions and a ' driving force which points 'in their direction. The l~ca1 value of the 
switching· probability depends· on the ceystallographic characteJ: of the boundary 
segment betweeri such unlike eells. 
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Figure 2. Plot of the non-normalized probability factor (pQ)/(knT) exp ( -Qgb/(k8 T)) as a 
function of absolute temperature and driving force for an average aluminium !arge
angle grain boundary with an activation energy of the mobili:y of Qgb = 1 eV. The 
probability factor represents the linearized and the non!inearized part of the 
Boltzmann terms in equations (1) and (2). 

§ 5. R EFORMU.LATION OF THE SWITCHING PROBABILITY IN ACCORD WITH THE 

LENGTI-I SCALE AND EIGENFREQUENCY OF THE SIMULATION GRID 

The validity of the Turnbull rate equation for grain boundary motion is not 
confined to the atomic scale but strictly fu lfilled at any scale. This can be demon
strated by the following estimation: The displacement frequencyt r normal to a 
boundary segment with given Qgb is given by 

(5) 

where .A is the jump width. The number of atoms displaced per secend then is N T 
when N is the nurober of atoms in the crystal plane bordering on the boundary. The 
interface displacement per second then amounts to Nr / N. Since the jump width is 
determined by the magnitude of the velocity, that is .X = r>.., tbe displacementrate of 
the grain boundary segment depends only on macroscopic phenomenological para
meters. 

The cellular automaton Simulationsare conducted on a spatial cubic grid with an 
arbitrarily chosen mesh size Am· In a mesoscopic Simulation the value of >-m will 
usually be much !arger than the atomic spacing b. If a moving boundary segment 
sweeps a cell, the grain thus grows (or shrinks) by .A~1 rather than b3. Since the net 

i" Tbe displacement frequency r must not be confused with the attack frequency v. While 
the attack frequency gives the number of all trial jumps per time interval, the displacement 
frequency gives the number of all successful attempts per time interval. 
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velocity of a boundary segment must be independent ofthe imposed value of Am, an 
inctease in the jump width must Iead to a corresponding decrease in the grid attack 
frequency and vice versa. In other words; to obtain a scale-independent net velocity 
of the grain boundary, the mesoscopic grid frequency must be. chosen in such a way 
as to ensure that the attempted switch ofa cell oflength Am occurs with a frequency 
much below the atomic attack frequency which attempts to switch a cell of length b. 
The prescribed scaling length Am turns equation ( 4) into 

(6) 

with 

.k8 Tm0 
l/ .= DA ' 

m 

where v can be regarded as the eigenfrequency of the chosen grid which is charac
terized by the used scaling length Am. m0 is the pre-exponential factor of the 
mobility. 

§ 6, NORMALIZATION OF THE SWITCHING PROBABILITIES 

The eigenfrequency v given in equation (6) represents the basic attack frequency 
for one particular grain boundary with a constant mobility. However, in order to use 
a wider spectrum of mobilities and driving forces in one simulation it is necessary to 
normalize equation (6) by a common grid attack frequency v0 : 

o o ' (l/) ~ (l/) ~ A x = x0w = ""'mvo vo w = x0 Vo w = x0w, (7) 

where 

A v pQ ( Qsb ) mop ( Qgb) 
w = v

0 
k

8
T exp - k

8
T = AmVo exp - k

8
T · (8) 

While x is determined by the grid size and the grid attack frequency, w is determined 
by_ the temperature and the experimental input data (see rtext section). 

An appropriate condition for deriving the value of the normalization or grid 
attack frequency v0 can be identified by some Straightforward statistical considera
tions. It is physically plausible that the maximunl occurringprobability wmaxinone 
integration step, can never be larger than one, that is 

max max· ( Qmin ) 
wrnax ~ mo P_. ·ex -~ ~ 1 

"' mm p kT" "'ml/o . B 
(9) 

where m0ax is the maximum occurring pre-exponential factor of the mo bility, pmax 
the maximum occurring driving force, vgun the minimum allowed grid attack fre
quency and Q=~ the minimum occurring activation energy. Inserting. wrnax = 1 into 
eguation (9) allows one to express the normalization frequency as a function of the 
upper _boun~ input data t. 

t the minimum occurring activation energy Q~n must also be regarded as an· upper 
bound value, since it represents the fastest-growing boundary. 
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§ 7. 'fHE SWITCHING DECISION-RENORMALIZATION OF THE GRID ATTACK 

FREQUENCY AND EVALUATION OF THE SWITCHING PROBABILITY BY MONTE CARLO 

INTEGRATION 

The transformatioil rule derived from the linearized symmetric Turnbull equa
tion defines the normalized switching prohability. of each.grid point a.s a function of 
its previous-state and the state· of the neighbouring gijd points ( equatioris (7) and 
(8)). This section shows how the.local switching-probability'is ca~culated and how the 
actual decision about a switching event is for each grid p()int made using a weighted 
random sampling Monte Carlo step. · - . . 

The statistics associated with Monte Carlo integrations make 'it necessary to re
evaluate equation (9) for the derivation ofthe value ofthe normalization frequency v0 . 

The statisti~al variance er associated-withrandom sampling mtegration is proportional 
to 1/ N 112

, wheteN is thenilmberoftrials~ Theprobabilisticconstraintfor the normal
ization frequency ~xpressyd by equation (9) can for the Mo_nte Carlo integration there
fore be increased ~y the statistica,l conditioti that the ni~iinum possible switching 
probability wmax should n~t only be equal to or smi:tller than one ·(equation (9)); but 

1. calculate probability: wb-c = a !!!n_ ]!____ ex · gb . b-c• b-c gb 
( 

b-c J( b-c ) { {Qb-c (~ n )- Qmin )J 
· ~ ~ kT 

~· decide by use of MC step 1nö P . - 8 

• 
{grain c) '--.. ------. 

1 cal ulate b bili•t • a·c = ( m~-c )( Pa.c ) X (- {Q;;(~a-c•na-c}-Q;in )J . c pro a Y. w U max max e P k T 
mo P B 

2. decide by use of MC step 

Figure 3. According to equations (4) and (11), non-vanishing· switching probabilities occur 
for lattice cells which reveal neighbouring cells with a misorientation larger·than 15° 
(defining a mobile grain boundary between:them) and a driving force which points in 
their direction. The figure shows a ~ll of grain c (symbolized by a full circle) which can 
be switched by its.neighbour cell in grain b (symbolized by a cross) or by its neighbour 
cell in grain a (symbolized by a-rotated full square). For simplicity, only nearest 
neighbours are considered in this diagram. The simulation proceed~ by calculating 
the switching probability of cell c due to. cell b according to equation (11 ), wb--c = 
[(m~-<:pb--c)/(m0axpmax)]o-exp ['-(Q~ ·- ~~p)/k8T], and the switching probability ·of 
cdl c due to ·ceu a, wa..:C = [(~-=cpa-c)/(mwax.Pmax)]uexp [-(Q:b- Q~n)/k8 T], where 
m~-c and m~ are the pre-expohential factors ofthe·grain-boundary mobilities between 
the two pairs of cells, pa-c and p~ .the l~cal driving forces b~tw.een them, Q;b and Q~ 
the activation energies of the grain boundary mobilities, mö'ax the maximum pccurring 
pre-exponential factor of the grain bmmdary mobility, ~x the maximum occurring 
driving force an<I: Q~ the minimum · occurring· a~tivation energy of grain boundary 
mo bility. After calculating the switching·}>robability for· each pair the actual decision 
about a switch is made ushig a: Monte ·CarltY step. 
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.that it should even be smaller than somemaximum allowe<lstatistical variance a, that is 
wma" ·~ O". The appropriate normalization frequency for a set of given parameters and a 
prescribed maximum statistical error can therefore be calculated· according to 

mmaxpmax . ( QIDJ. ·n) min 0 ' . gb 
v0 ~ . .. X . . .. exp - k .T . 

· mf" ·. . · B 
(10) 

Equation (10) modifies the ·origimii express~oil for the local switching probability 
wlocal as introdu~d in ~qliation (8) ilitö. ., . ,: ' 

' ' . 
local local ( Qlocal.) . · iocaf loCal ( Qlocal Qmin ) ... tocal :mo p. · ·: .gt> · · _., · mo: ·P· · ·· . gb - gb · ( 

11
) w = exp --.- . =a.- ·-. --.- .exp -~---=--

. · Amlio · · ·· kBT . · . . m~.:~·:t . .· . kBT 

using ~in as the grid at~~k frequency-(eqJJ~tiqn . .(lO)) (ti~e· 3). Equation (Ü) is the 
central t~ansformatiop equation o'f the metl~o4 .. I~ ;:sho.ws . that the local switching 
probability·can for each gri~ point be easily .. express~d. in .. terms of the.local mobility 

. m1oca1
, which depend~ on th~ loc~l mi~orient~tiön~. th~ ~p~al driving pressure p1

ocai and 
the maximum allowed statisti~f varianc~ . <f:. The· .prÖ'lJability of the fastest OCClJfring 
boundary· ·segmen.t (charactenz. ·· ed by .. ;,;,~<?Ca1 .= irzrri~ · ·P'· 'lOC8t = p. max and Qtocat = nmin) . . . : . . . < .. " "'V ' . 0 ' ' . gb ~gb 
to· realjze .~ :loc~~ tr~sfor:mation arpounts. : t~i · a. The characteristic timt! cqnstant of 
the simuJatiop. . At is 1/ ~n. · · 

The Simulation proceeds.by swÜching all .cells according to tP,eir.proper st~tistical 
weight, that i~ by evalua..fing the ··m.d.ividuallocal switching probabilities wJocal using 
the Monte Cailo algorithm.' This· ineaos that for each grid point the calculated 
transformation' or 'switching probability (equation (11)) is compared with a ran
domly generated nurober which lies between zero and unity. The switch is accepted 
if the random number is equal to or smaller than the calculated transformation 
probability. Other'Wise· the switch is rejected. 

Figure 4 shows the linear relation between the time constant of the simulation 
and the statistical variance of ·th.e .. ·Monte' .. C~rlo _!ntegration: in~thod. All successful 

. . . . . 
•• ·, 1 1 t.. ,• .· 

' •' ·: . 
16 

10 
14 

1 
12 

,....., 0.1 
C'/:1 10 .......... 

& -C'/:1 8 
G) 

E 6 ·a 
4 

2 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 50 . ' 60. 70 80 90 100 

statistical variance 0' [%] 

Figure 4. Linear relation between the time constant l::l.t of the simulation and the statistical 
variance u- of the Monte Carlo· integration :method a~ording to equation (10). The 
characteristic time scale .6.i. of the simulation .is l / vgun. The .inset shows . the linear ,, 
relation for small time steps. 
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cell transformations are updated synchronously once pertime interval !:lt. Except for 
the probabilistic evaluation of the single transformation steps, the approach is 
entirely detenninistic. 

§ 8. ÄPPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO THE SIMULATION OF PRIMARY STATIC 

RBCRYSTALLl ZATION 

Figures 5 (a), (b) and (c) show simulated 3D microstructures of a recrystallizing 
alum inum single crystal after 0.71 s and 32.2vol.% recrystal lized, after 1.41 s and 
78.1 vol.% recrystallized, and after 2. 11 s and 99.9 vol.% recrystallized respectively. 
The initial deformed single crystal had a uniform Goss orientation (011)[100] and a 
dislocation density of 1015 m- 2. The driving force was due to the stored elastic 
energy. The recovery and driving forces arising from local boundary curvature 
were not considered. T be simulation used site-saturatcd nucleation conditions, 
that is the nuclei were at t = 0 s statistically distributed in physical space and 
orientation space. EuJer space was discretized into a sct of 936 single texture 
components. The grid size was lO J..t m x lO J..tm x IO~Lm. The cell size was 0. 1 J..lm. 
All grai n boundaries had the same mobility. The activation energy of the grain 
boundary mobility was 1.3 eV. The pre-exponential factor of the boundary mobility 
was m0 = 6.2 x 10-6 m3 N- 1 s- 1• The temperature was 800K. The time constant of 
the Simulation was 0.35 s. The experimental grain-boundary data were taken from 
thc work of Shvindlerman et al. (1995), Gottstein et a/. (1997) and Molodov et a/. 
(1998). The Avrami and the Cahn Hagelplotsare given in figure 6. 

10 

(a) 

Figure 5. Simu1ated microstructures of a recysta1lizing aluminium single crystalr (a) 0. 71 s, 
32.2 vol. % recrysta ll ized volumc fraction; (b) 1.41 s, 78. 1 vol.% recrystallized volume 
fracrion; (c) 2. 11 s, 99.9 vol.% recrystallized volume fraction. 
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(b) 

10 

(c) 
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Figure 6. Kinetics ofthe sim\llation shown in figure· Sc '(a) Avrami plot, recrystallized volume 
fraction as a function of the ·annealing time; (b) Cahn-Hagel plot, interfacial ar~ 
between reccystallized and non-recrystailized material divided by the sample volume. 
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Figure 7. Crystallographic orientation distribution fw1ctions for the microstructures shown 
in figure 5: (a) texture after 0.71 s, 32.2 vol. % recrystallized volume fraction; (b) texture 
after 1.41 s, 78.1 vol.% recrystallized volume fraction; (c) texture after 2.11 s, 
99.9 vol. % recrystallized volume fraction. Euler space for cubic crystal symmetry 
and orthorhombic sample symmetry. Because of the random nucleation texture the 
initial strong Goss orientation remains tbe dominant component uutil the late slages 
of recrystallization. The orientatjon distribution functions were calculated using a 
Gauss function for each texture component with the volume fractions and the Euler 
angles given by the microstructure simulation. 

Figure 7 presents the crystallographic 01ientation distribution functions for the 
three microstructures shown in figure 5. Since the nuclei were randomly distributed 
in orientation space and no special boundaries were considered, the initial Goss 
texture remains the dominant component within a nearly random texture until the 
late stages of recrystallization. The orientation distribution functions were calculated 
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Figure 8. Kinetics for various 3D recrystallization simulations with site-saturated nucleation 
conditions and identical mobilities for all grain boundariesr (a) classical Avrami 
curves; (b) the corresponding logarithmic plots reveal Avrami exponents between 
2.86 and 3. 13 which is in very good accord with the analyticaJ value of 3.0 for site
saturated conditions. 
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by using a Gauss function for each texture component with the volume fractions and 
the Euler angles given by the microstructure simulation. 

Figure 8 shows the kinetics for a munber of 3D recrystallization simulations with 
site-saturated nucleation conditions and identical mobilities for all grain boundaries. 
The different curves correspond. to different initial numbers of nuclei. The nurober of 
nuclei varied between 9624 (pseudon_ucleation energy 3.2eV) and 165 (pseudo
nucleation energy 6.0 eV). The A vrami curves (figure 8 (a)) all show a very classical 
shape and tlie logarithmic plots (figure 8 (b)) reveal Avrami exponents between 2.86 
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Figure 9. K.inetics of two 3D recrystallization simulations ·'with identical site-saturated 
nucleation conditions. In the first Simulation, the activation energy of the grain
boundary mobility was l.4eV and, in the second, 1.5eV for all boundaries. The 
pre-exponential factors of the boundary mobility were the same in both cases. The 
temperature was 800 K. Both simulations reveal a deviation of,less than 2% from the 
ideal Avrami exponent of 3.0. Deviations frOJ;n this value at the incipient stages of the 
simulations are attributed to grid effects. 
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and 3.13 which is in very good accord with the analytical value of 3.0 for site
saturated conditions. The simulations with a very high initial density of nuclei 
revealed a more pronounced deviation of tbe Avrami exponent to values around 
2.7 in the incipient stages of recrystallization. This deviation from the analytical 
behaviour can be attributed to grid effects. 

Figure 9 shows the kinetics of two 3D recrystallization Simulations with identical 
site-saturated nucleation conditions. In the first simulation the activation energy of 
the gra in bouudary mobility was 1.4 eV and, in the second, 1.5 eV for all boundaries. 
The pre-exponential factor of the boundary mobility was thc same in both cases. The 
temperature was 800 K. Both Simulations reveal a deviation of less than 2% from the 
ideal Avrami exponent of 3.0. Deviations from this value a t the incipient stages of 
the Simulations are attributed Lo grid effects. 

Figure 10 shows two series of two-dimensional (2D) recrystallization simuJa
tions with site saturated nucleation conditions. The first simulation (figure 10 (a)) 

Figure 10. Two series of 2D recrystallization simulations with site saturated nucleation 
conditions. (a) Simulation with identical mobilities for all grain boundaries: (al) 3% 
rccrystallized; (a2) 22% recrystallized; (a3) 69% recrystallized; (a4) 94% recrystallized. 
(b) Simulation using three differentlypes of grain boundary, characterized by different 
values of the activation energy of tbe grain-boundary mobility, namely 1.40 eV, 
1.45 eV, and 1.50eV: (b I) I% recrysta llized; (b2) 17% recrysta llized; (b3) 62% recrys
tallized; (b4) 92% recrystallized. 
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Figure 10. 

assumed identical mobility for all grain boundaries which Ieads to the classical 
Voronoit morpbology. Tbe second simulation (figu re 10 (b)) used tbree different 
types of grain-boundary, characterized by different values of the activation energy 
of the grain-boundary mobility, namely 1.40, 1.45 and l.50eV. A comparison of 
both microstructures clearly shows the influence of the heterogeneity of grain
boundary mobility on the final grain topology. 

Figure 11 shows the effect of grain-boundary mobility on growth selection. While 
in figure 11 (a) all boundaries bad the same mobilities, in figure I I (b) one grain had a 
higher mobility than the others (activation energy of 1.35 eV instead of 1.40 eV) and 
conseq uently grew much more rapidly than the neighbouring grains, which finally 
ceased to grow. Tbe grains in this simulation all grew into a heavily deformed single 
crystal. The influence of boundary curvature was not considered. 

Figure 12 shows two subsequent 2D sirnulation sketches of recrystallizing alu
minium. The upper figures depict the orientation images, that is each grey Ievel 
represents a different crystal orientation. The lower 6gures show the corresponding 
stored dislocation densities. The white areas are recrystallized, that is tbeir stored 
dislocation content was dropped to zero. The predictions were obtained by applying 
the probabilisüc cellular automaton algorithm to crystal plasticity finite element 

t A Voronoi structure is a Wigner- Seitz construction applicd to a random array of points. 
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===;:::::o- temporal evolution 

a) 

=::::::- temporal evolutioo 

b) 

Figure 11 . 2D recrystallizaLion Simulations wb.ich demonstrate the effect of grain-boundary 
mobility on growth selection (allnuclei in this Simulation grew into a heavily deformed 
single crystal): (a) All boundaries had the same mobility. The figure shows seven 
subsequent stages of growth, indicated by (a1)-(a7). (b) One grain had a higher mobi
lity than the others and grew much more rapidly than the neighbouring grains. The 
figure shows seven subsequent stages of growth, indicated by (bl)- (b?). 

starting data (Raabe and Becker 1999). The combination of these methods enables 
one to investigate the inftuence of local grain-boundary characteristics, local driving 
forces, and local textures on the formation of microstructure and texture in hetero
geneously strained polycrystalline samples. Those cells exhibiting the largest local 
orientation gradients with respect to their neighbour cells and the largest accumu
Iated local shears were used as recrystallization nuclei. The predictions show that 
recrystallization in a sample with spatially heterogeneaus properties can lead to 
substantial deviations from the Avrami kinetics, to grain clustering, and to partial 
recovery of grains which have Jow driving forces, insufficient misorientations with 
respect to the growing nuclei, or insufficient nucleation rates. 
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(a) 

Figure 12. 2D simulations of primary static recrysta ll ization in deformed aluminium: (a) 
sample after 12 min; (b) sample after 28 min. The upper pictures show the orientation 
images, that is the microtexture. Each grey Ievel represents a di[erent crystal orienta
tion. The lower pictures show the stored dislocation densities which are linearly related 
to the local values of the accumulated shear. The white areas are recrystallized, that is 
their stored dislocation content was dropped to zero. The predictions were made by 
applying tbe probabilistic cellular automaton algorithm to crystal plastici ty finite ele
ment starting data (Raabe and Becker 1999). Those cells exhibiting the largest local 
orientation gradients with respect to their neighbour cells and the largest accumulated 
local shears served as nuclei. The simulation parameters were as follows: cell 
size, 61.9 J,l.m; activation energy of grain-boundary mobility: 1.46 eV for all 
grain boundariesj pre-exponential factor of the grain-boundary mobility 
m0 = 6.2 x w-6 m N- t s- 1

; temperature, 800 K; time constant, 2.58 s. 

§ 9. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper introduced a kioetic cellular automaton method with a probabilistic 
switching rule for tbe spatial and crystallograpbic prediction of mesoscale transfor
mation phenomena tbat involve orientational field variables and tbe motion of sbarp 
interfaces. The method is designed to combine the computational simplicity and 
scalability of a switching model with the physical stringency of a boundary dynamics 
model. The maiu results and conclusions are as follows. 
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(b) 

Basic method. The automaton is discrete in time, physical space and orientation 
space, works on a regular 3D cubic Jattice using the first-, second- and third-neigh
bour shells for the calculation of the driving force, uses a probabilistic analogue of 
the Tumbull rate equation to determine tbe switching probabilities and makes tbe 
actual switching decision by use of a Monte Carlo step. The transformation rule 
which is scaled by the local grain boundary mobility, the local crystallographic 
texture and the local driving force is scalable to any mesh size and to any set of 
boundary mobility and energy data. The state update of a ll grid points is made in 
synchrony. 

Application. The method was used for 2D and 3D recrystallization simulations. It 
properly reproduced typical microstructures, textUJ·es and Avrami kinetics which 
were in very good accord with analytical predictions. Furthermore, the method 
was combined with crystal plasticity finite element data to simulate recrystallization 
in a heterogeneously strained material. 
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